Markisolette

Micro
300

Just
enjoy life!

Spreads a sunny mood and creates
a Mediterranean ambience:
the Micro 300 markisolette

Micro 300 – markisolette
Mediterranean flair for every frontage

Sleek and shapely:
the cassette fits snugly against the wall,
creating a harmonious transition to the
house façade.
Perfectly tensioned awning fabric
in any extended position thanks to
high-quality pneumatic springs.

A precision fit with plenty of style
 Width max. 350 cm,
height max. 275 cm
 Cassette flush with wall
 Electric motor

 Fabric:
Acrylic (standard),
polyester, Soltis 92 (option)
 Options:
Radio motor/radio remote control,
automatic weather sensor

If only partly extended, the Micro 300 runs parallel to the window like a vertical awning.
On full extension the awning is angled outwards.

A traditional feature in Mediterranean climes, markisolettes conjure up a southern atmosphere and add charm to the building frontage. The Micro 300 creates pleasant shading of
the interior while providing a virtually unobstructed view of the outside and good ventilation. It even leaves room for window boxes and the plants enjoy shade too.

Markisolette
This awning combines the advantages of drop-arm and vertical awnings: while the upper part always remains vertical, the
lower part is angled outwards when extended, so that the view
to the outside is retained.

Micro 300
Equipment and technical features
Manufactured and assembled in Germany
Quality and technology CE-compliant

Technology
Casing (H x T)
Widths (max.)
1 unit (single panel)
Height (max.)
System height
Arm length (Standard) / arm pitch (max.)
Drive
Electric motor (for wall switch)
Radio motor (io or RTS)
Crank drive
Frame colours

Markisolette
172 x 138 mm
350 cm
275 cm
72,5 cm / 135 °




17 RAL colours and 6 textured finishes (Lewens standard colours)



Natural silver (E6/EV 1 anodized, small components RAL 9006)



Special RAL, special colours and effect finishes



Awning fabrics from the LEWENS collection
Branded acrylic (spun-dyed, ultra fade resistant)
Branded polyester (spun-dyed, ultra fade resistant)
Soltis 92
Tenara quality sewing yarn
Ultrasonic seam welding
Options
Radio motor + radio remote control (io or RTS)
Automatic weather sensor (sun, wind, rain)
Attachment
Wall
Ceiling











Possible dimensions and restrictions along with the complete range of electronic accessories
can be found in the technical data in the current Lewens price list.

 Standard

 Option

Your stockist will be happy to advise you:

www.lewens-markisen.de
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